
The revised second version of the Zomo Berlin Deck Stand is an

evolution of the award-winning Zomo DJ console concept. Due to the

ever changing requirements of the digital DJ, the Berlin’s work surface

has been extended by 3cm to create even more space for DJ

controllers and laptops/MacBooks. The Zomo design engineers have

also improved many other details of the Deck Stand and taken Zomo’s

high standard of quality to another level. Many leading DJ’s were

consulted to realise the unique features of this Deck Stand to deliver

optimized perfection. The improved Deck Stand fasteners ensure

quick assembly/disassembly and a stable setup. Because the Zomo

Berlin Deck Stand has only three major parts the table is set up in a

few steps and takes less than 5 minutes to assemble. The cable

management system improves the design further. Zomo now uses an

improved method to apply the high-gloss finish to the Deck Stand,

which is more resistant to scratches and wear and is much easier to

clean and maintain. The Zomo Deck Stand Berlin MK2 is a unique

product for all those who love something really special.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Professional DJ table by Zomo

Provides a perfect and comfortable working height for DJs

Unique design

Pro quality build for the toughest environments

Extra solid construction

Quick and easy assembly/disassembly

enough space for 2 decks and a mixer on the table

expandable with optional accessories

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight Kg 55,2 (without accessories)

Maximum load Kg 45

Material MDF wood with high-gloss finish

Dimensions Overall 170 x 53 x 95 cm

Shelf / without feet 130 x 53 cm

Shelf / with feet 150 x 53 cm

** The illustrated or mentioned devices as well as the Zomo Deck Stand Laptop-Tray Acryl and the Zomo Deck Stand Acryl-

Front are not included.

Available Optional kits Power Kit 1, Power Kit 2, Acrylic Front, LED, Acrylic FrontTray
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